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\textbf{A R T I C L E   I N F O}

\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Polystyrene (PS) is the most commonly used material in cell culture devices, such as Petri dishes, culture flasks, and well plates. Micropatterning of cell culture substrates can significantly affect cell-material interactions leading to an increasing interest in the fabrication of topographically micro-structured PS surfaces. However, the high stiffness combined with brittleness of PS (elastic modulus 3–3.5 GPa) makes high-quality patterning into PS difficult when standard hard molds, e.g. silicon and nickel, are used as templates. A new and robust scheme for easy processing of large-area high-density micro-patterned PS film is established using nanoimprinting lithography and standard hot embossing techniques. Including an extra step through an intermediate PDMS mold alone does not result in faithful replication of large area, high-density micropattern into PS. Here, we developed an approach using an additional intermediate mold out of OrmoStamp, which allows for high-quality and large-area micro-patterning into PS. OrmoStamp was originally developed for UV nanoimprint applications; this work demonstrates for the first time that OrmoStamp is a highly adequate material for micro-patterning of PS through hot embossing. Our proposed processing method achieves high-quality replication of micropatterns in PS, incorporating features with high aspect ratio (4:1, height:width), high density, and over a large pattern area. The proposed scheme can easily be adapted for other large-area and high-density micropatterns of PS, as well as other stiff and brittle polymers.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

\textbf{1. Introduction}

Micro- and nano-topographies substantially influence cell behavior [1–5], including cell morphology, differentiation and proliferation [6]. Currently, a number of micropatterning approaches are available, providing a powerful platform for promoting cell reaction in cell biology and tissue engineering. One of most widely applied micropatterning techniques is microcontact printing technology, for modelling tissue microenvironment, originally developed by George Whitesides\textsuperscript{[7]}. However, there are several challenges and key limitations associated with current microcontact printing technologies. For instance, pattern stability and reliability, conventionally cannot switch substrate regions from non-adhesive to adhesive for sequential patterning. Usually this requires gold coating of substrate and low throughput. [8]. Major disadvantages are that elaborate patterns with features more complex than parallel stripes or pillars, high-density arrays with complex patterns, are difficult to fabricate [9–10]. Although powerful, conventional microcontact printing technology does suffer from significant drawbacks. Methods for micropatterning surfaces have proliferated rapidly in the past decade [11], particularly in the production of micro-topographies into regular cell culture devices, which is in high demand. Studied topographies include a wide variety of geometries that can be applied to a range of different materials. Polystyrene (PS) is one of most widely-used materials in cell-based research due to its good biocompatibility, low cost, optical clarity and easy sterilization by gamma or electron-beam irradiation. Regular disposable cell culture dishes and well plates made from PS are readily and commercially available. Specialty cell culture products featuring e.g. compact microfluidics or micropatterning, however, are hardly available commercially.

Manufacturing reproducible and reliable specialty PS devices requires a fast, high-quality, low-cost and robust microfabrication method. Current methods for PS devices are limited to those developed for research applications, and use conventional techniques such as solvent casting, micro-injection molding, and hot embossing [12–19]. From these, hot embossing is the general approach to fabricate devices from thermoplastic materials for laboratory use and medium-volume manufacture purposes [19]. When looking at higher-volume production methods, direct hot embossing of PS using typical hard molds, e.g. made from silicon (Si) or nickel (Ni), is not feasible due to PS's high stiffness combined with brittleness of PS (elastic modulus 3–3.5 GPa) makes high-quality patterning into PS difficult when standard hard molds, e.g. silicon and nickel, are used as templates. A new and robust scheme for easy processing of large-area high-density micro-patterned PS film is established using nanoimprinting lithography and standard hot embossing techniques. Including an extra step through an intermediate PDMS mold alone does not result in faithful replication of large area, high-density micropattern into PS. Here, we developed an approach using an additional intermediate mold out of OrmoStamp, which allows for high-quality and large-area micro-patterning into PS. OrmoStamp was originally developed for UV nanoimprint applications; this work demonstrates for the first time that OrmoStamp is a highly adequate material for micro-patterning of PS through hot embossing. Our proposed processing method achieves high-quality replication of micropatterns in PS, incorporating features with high aspect ratio (4:1, height:width), high density, and over a large pattern area. The proposed scheme can easily be adapted for other large-area and high-density micropatterns of PS, as well as other stiff and brittle polymers.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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stiffness (elastic modulus 3–3.5 GPa) and brittleness (breaking strain around 3%), Well-known issues arise, such as incomplete mold filling and high demolding forces, leading to mold and polymer device damage [20]. Thus, researchers have introduced template molds of epoxy glue or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) into the fabrication process, to facilitate easy processing and demolding [12–13,16,18–19,21–22]. PDMS is well-known for use in microfluidic systems [23–24] and soft lithography [25–28], and is mainly used due to its flexibility and accuracy in micropattern transfer performance. For example, Dusseiller and co-workers demonstrated successful fabrication of indent microwell arrays in PS film by hot embossing using PDMS molds.

For fabrication of large-area, high-density and high-definition surface topographies into PS devices, however, processing through epoxy glues or PDMS intermediates appear to be insufficient. When following a similar scheme as Dusseiller et al. [21], we encountered severe feature deformations when recreating our large-area, high-density and protrusive features in PS. Additionally, uniform pressure distribution and hence good replication over the full 100 mm silicon wafer surface appears challenging [16,22]. Therefore, we developed a new method to overcome the aforementioned issues by using a sequence of two intermediate molds: the first made of PDMS and the second made of OrmoStamp. OrmoStamp was selected for its high fidelity of pattern replication (resolution down to 50 nm), mechanical stability (elastic modulus of 650 MPa), and thermal stability during hot embossing (stable up to 270 °C) [29]. OrmoStamp is a UV-curable hybrid-polymer, and is primarily developed as a tool for UV nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL) fabrication [30–32].

This new processing method is evaluated by replication of the challenging design of our TopoChip into PS. The TopoChip, which is created by a computational generated pattern, has an area of 20 mm × 20 mm. One TopoChip contains 4356 TopoUnits: each covering an area of 290 μm × 290 μm and possessing its own unique topography. TopoUnits are separated by 10 μm thick walls, and in total, are made up of 2176 different features. Topographies within each TopoUnit are generated with varying contours and have lateral dimensions ranging roughly from 3 μm to 30 μm. In the silicon TopoChip master mold, the topographies are fabricated with a depth of 10 μm by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), and 10 μm wide and 30 μm deep trenches (walls in the PS device) are created in between the TopoUnits. A detailed description of the TopoChip design and fabrication can be found in [33].

In this paper, OrmoStamp is demonstrated for the first time as a functional material for PS hot embossing, aside from its primary application in UV-NIL. With the presented scheme, we enable a robust microfabrication method for high-quality, large-area and high-density topographical replication into hard, stiff and brittle polymers.

2. Materials and fabrication methods

2.1. Process scheme

Before starting the PS microfabrication process, the silicon TopoChip master mold is fabricated by silicon micromachining technologies [33]. The silicon TopoChip mold is first cleaned in Piranha solution (H₂SO₄:H₂O₂ = 3:1 v/v, at a temperature of about 95 °C) for 30 min, rinsed with deionized (DI) water, spun dry with N₂, and finally a monolayer of trichloro[1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl]silane (FOTS, Sigma-Aldrich) is deposited on the mold from gas phase under vacuum conditions in a desiccator. Afterwards, the fabrication of intermediate PDMS and OrmoStamp molds and PS hot embossing follows the scheme illustrated in Fig. 1. The complete process scheme consists of three sub-schemes: A. PDMS mold fabrication; B. OrmoStamp mold fabrication; C. PS device fabrication. To further clarify feature properties, the features in the silicon TopoChip mold and OrmoStamp mold are indentations while the features in the PDMS mold and the final PS devices are protrusions.

2.2. PDMS mold fabrication

PDMS handling and device fabrication techniques are well described and documented in literature [24,34]. Here we give a short description of the process, which is shown in Fig. 1, subscheme A. The curing agent and the base (Sylgard 184® silicone elastomer kit, Dow Corning Corporation) are well mixed (1:10, w/w) and degassed in a desiccator. 12 mL PDMS pre-polymer is cast on a full 100 mm silicon wafer to receive a 1–1.5 mm thick PDMS mold (Fig. 1, A2). Afterwards, it is cured on a leveled hot plate or oven at 80 °C for a minimum of 8 h (Fig. 1, A3). The PDMS film is peeled off from the silicon master mold (Fig. 1, A4) and can be readily used to fabricate the OrmoStamp mold.

2.3. OrmoStamp mold fabrication

The method to fabricate the OrmoStamp mold is depicted in Fig. 1, subscheme B. OrmoStamp is an UV curable inorganic-organic hybrid polymer and OrmoPrime®08 is an adhesion promoter for OrmoStamp. Detailed information about these two polymers can be found in the manufacturer’s processing guidelines (Micro Resist Technology GmbH) [29]. In our method, the fabrication process is the following:

(B1) Borofloat wafers (Borofloat® 33 from Schott) of 100 mm diameter and 500 μm thickness are used as a substrate. After Piranha cleaning (Piranha procedure as described in Section 2.1) and dehydration bake on a hot plate at 120 °C for a minimum of 10 min, OrmoPrime®08 is spin coated on the Borofloat wafer at 3000 rpm for 30 s and then baked on a hot plate at 150 °C for 5 min. In our experiment, the Borofloat wafer with the OrmoPrime®08 coating is prepared right before the application of OrmoStamp.

(B2) A droplet of 1 mL OrmoStamp is slowly dispensed on the PDMS mold (more detailed discussion in Section 3.2) and is slowly brought into contact with the primed Borofloat wafer. Slow spreading of the droplet between the Borofloat wafer and the PDMS mold avoids air bubbles getting trapped.

(B3) Filling of the gap between the two substrates completes by capillary force and takes about 15–30 min.

(B4) The OrmoStamp film between the PDMS mold and the Borofloat wafer stack is exposed to 350–450 nm UV light for 120 s with the light intensity set at 12 W/cm² (EVG 620 i-line exposure system).

(B5) The PDMS mold can easily be peeled off from the OrmoStamp mold, after which the latter immediately follows a hard bake at 130 °C on a hot plate (ramping up from 20 °C to 130 °C with a ramping speed of 5 °C/min). After hard baking for 30 min at 130 °C, the OrmoStamp mold is allowed to cool down together with the hot plate to room temperature.

The complete hard bake process takes about 3 h.

To prepare the OrmoStamp mold for hot embossing (Section 2.4), first a gentle O₂ plasma treatment is performed using reactive ion etching equipment (RIE, home-built) at 10 °C, 50 sccm O₂ flow, 75 mTorr pressure, and 50 W CCP power for 30 s. Then, a monolayer of FOTS is deposited from gas phase under vacuum conditions in a desiccator (Fig. 1, C1).

2.4. Micropatterning of polystyrene

Commercially available biaxially oriented PS films of 190 μm (Goodfellow) are used in the hot embossing process, as depicted in Fig. 1, subscheme C, using the Obuducait Etre® Nano Imprint Lithography system (Obducat, Sweden). The PS film and the OrmoStamp mold are brought into contact (Fig. 1, C2). Hot embossing for PS film is performed at a temperature of 140 °C, and apply a pressure of 10 bar for
5 min (Fig. 1, C3). Finally, the PS film is separated from the OrmoStamp mold at 95 °C (Fig. 1, C4).

2.5. Cell culture

A gentle O₂ plasma treatment was first performed to the PS TopoChip using RIE at 10 °C, 50 sccm O₂ flow, 75 mTorr pressure, and 50 W CCP power for 30 s. After dicing, cleaning and sterilizing the PS TopoChips, the chips were immersed in culture medium at 37 °C in a controlled 5% CO₂ environment for a minimum of 3 days to ensure complete wetting of the surface. Subsequently, human mesenchymal stromal cells (hMSCs) were seeded onto the PS TopoChips using our custom designed seeding device to obtain optimal cell distribution over the TopoChips in combination with high seeding efficiency. The cells were cultured in α-MEM (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FBS (Lonza), 1% pen/strep (Gibco), 0.2 mmol AsAP (Sigma) and 3 mmol L-Glutamine (Gibco). After 2 days of culture, the cells were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde (Sigma) and fluorescently labeled with Alexa Fluor® 488 Phalloidin (Invitrogen) to stain the actin cytoskeleton and with Dapi (Sigma-Aldrich) to stain the nuclei. Imaging was performed with a BD Pathway 435 automated microscope.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Process development

Several different fabrication processes were investigated to produce large area, high density functional micro-features on a PS device. First, the most straightforward approach to fabricate PS TopoChips is by directly imprinting the PS using a Si master mold. As expected, due to the rigidity of both silicon and PS, either one or both materials easily break when demolding the PS film from the Si mold. Additionally, known issues like incomplete mold filling occurred.

Next, we used a PDMS intermediate mold similar to the process by Dusseiller et al. where microwell arrays with diameters of 7 μm to 70 μm and 50 μm spacing were fabricated in PS [21]. While they used a pattern design of low density and isolated protrusion features, we—in contrast—apply a design of high-density and interconnected indentation features over a large area. When using the intermediate PDMS mold to hot emboss the features into PS, part of the topographies were replicated. However, features were distorted, particularly in high density areas, and the wall features completely failed to form. It is hypothesized that the high thermal expansion coefficient of Sylgard 184 PDMS (310 μm/m°C) [24] caused the expansion of the 290 μm × 290 μm TopoUnits and, together with the applied 10 bar...
pressure, squeezed the 10 μm channels closed. This would prevent PS from flowing into the cavities which form the walls. One approach to prevent the channels from closing would be lowering the process pressure as Dusseiller et al. demonstrated. However, this approach limits the approach to the replication of uncritical and low aspect ratio features, and would not be appropriate for our high-definition and high-aspect ratio (4:1, height:width) design. High pressure and critical procedure thus cannot be avoided.

The third attempted solution included fabrication of a composite mold made from PDMS combined with a Borofloat wafer to anchor the structures. The stiff composite mold should prevent the trenches from being blocked by the hypothesized PDMS expansion at high temperature and high pressure, similar to the composite PDMS mold fabrication method demonstrated by Duan et al. [34]. In our experiment, PDMS was spin-coated on the inverse Si master mold at a speed of 1500 rpm for 30s. Then a Borofloat wafer was carefully placed on the spin-coated PDMS layer, avoiding air bubble formation. The mold fabrication was completed by curing the sandwiched PDMS-wafer stack on a leveled hot plate at 80 °C overnight. This fabrication method was not successful since the composite PDMS mold could not be separated from the inverse silicon master mold due to the rigid Borofloat wafer combined with the large contact area, high pattern density and large feature aspect ratio.

Subsequently, OrmoStamp was tested due to its reputation as a good molding material in hot embossing. OrmoStamp has an elastic modulus of 650 MPa—in comparison, the elastic modulus of silicon is 130–180 GPa; technical glass is 50–90 GPa; PDMS is 750 kPa—and can be used in thermal hot embossing up to 270 °C [29]. The most straightforward method to fabricate the OrmoStamp mold was to cast OrmoStamp on the inverse Si master mold directly. However, we encountered great difficulties in avoiding air bubble inclusion while casting the OrmoStamp resin onto the inverse Si master mold, as well as separating the OrmoStamp mold from the Si mold afterwards due to tearing of the film.

To resolve the latter, a transparent substrate was applied for extra support while enabling good visibility to avoid bubble inclusion when dispensing the OrmoStamp. Borofloat wafers were initially used to function as support substrate; however, again the wafers were not separable due to their high rigidity, similar to the third aforementioned method where they were used as support for PDMS.

Finally, to solve the above issues, PDMS and OrmoStamp intermediate molds were combined and allowed for successful micropatterning of PS; the process is presented in Fig. 1. First, PDMS is cast onto the Si master mold to create an intermediate mold, followed by casting of OrmoStamp onto the PDMS intermediate mold to create the second intermediate mold, which is finally used to hot emboss a large area, high density and high quality micropattern design in PS. This procedure...
allows for accurate micro-feature replication, a relatively easy experimental handling process and long mold lifetime. Fig. 2 shows images of the silicon mold, the PDMS mold, the OrmoStamp mold and the micropatterned PS device.

3.2. Details of PDMS and OrmoStamp intermediate mold fabrication

To ensure proper quality of the intermediate molds, PDMS and OrmoStamp processing protocols had to be optimized. The most challenging part of handling PDMS is avoiding air bubble entrapment while dispensing the PDMS mixture onto the Si mold. Air bubbles will cause imperfect molding and lead to defective features. To avoid air bubbles, the PDMS mixture is degassed in a desiccator for at least 1 h, followed by careful and slow introduction onto the Si mold during casting.

With respect to OrmoStamp, it is demonstrated in literature that the material can successfully be used for mold fabrication in UV-NIL applications [30–32]. Although handling issues were not specifically mentioned, we encountered two non-trivial issues during OrmoStamp handling. First, similar to casting PDMS, air is easily entrapped when applying Ormostamp. Placing the Borofloat wafer slowly and gently onto the Ormostamp droplet to smoothly contact the PDMS mold can prevent air bubble entrapment. Second, the adhesion of OrmoStamp to the Borofloat wafer is not optimal, which is dealt with by using OrmoPrime®08 to significantly increase the adhesion.

OrmoStamp has a high total volume shrinkage of 6% upon completion of the curing and hard bake process [29]. A thick OrmoStamp layer thickness, e.g., >250 μm, can cause severe Borofloat wafer bending and can consequently lead to film detachment from the 500 μm thick Borofloat substrate, as shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the lifetime of the OrmoStamp mold is greatly reduced due to the increased risk of delamination after 4 to 5 times of use. Minimizing the amount of OrmoStamp used reduces bending of the Borofloat wafer and greatly lengthens the lifetime of the OrmoStamp intermediate molds. Limiting the amount of OrmoStamp used allows for optimal molds thicknesses of only 150–200 μm and can easily be used for about 20 times without any visible damage.

3.3. Micropatterning PS

PS is available with a range of different physical properties and chemical compositions, and has a Tg of approx. 100 °C that may vary slightly. To ensure the most optimal imprinting quality, a variety of hot embossing temperatures and pressure settings were tested for

![Fig. 4. High quality imprint of TopoUnits into PS is enabled by the proposed method. High magnification SEM image showing close-up selection of a PS TopoChip.](image)

![Fig. 5. Topographies are faithfully reproduced from a Si molds, into successive intermediate molds and into PS. SEM images presenting one of the TopoChip features in (a) the silicon TopoChip master mold, (b) the PDMS intermediate mold; (c) the intermediate OrmoStamp mold; (d) PS.](image)
two commercially available PS materials. The best replication results are obtained when applying a temperature of 140 °C and a pressure of 10 bar for 5 min; Fig. 4 presents a close-up image showing TopoUnits faithfully imprinted into PS.

SEM and optical microscopy are used to inspect the fidelity of feature replication from the Si master molds to the final PS device. Optical microscopy gives an overview of the quality of full film replication while SEM shows the details of the replicates. 4356 unique topographies are included in the TopoChip design. Fig. 5 presents the original design in the Si master mold and the final replication into PS of one topology, which consists of triangle contours and an aspect ratio of 4:1 (height:width).

Demolding of the PS film from the OrmoStamp intermediate mold has to be performed immediately after finishing the hot embossing process and upon reaching 95 °C. Waiting longer before demolding, i.e. reaching a lower working temperature like 60 °C, can lead to additional thermal shrinking and stiffening of the PS film, which can bend the OrmoStamp mold, and lead to delamination from the Borofloat wafer or even tearing of the OrmoStamp mold. Easy demolding of PS from the OrmoStamp mold at 95 °C is most likely caused by the elastic modulus of OrmoStamp (650 MPa) enabling slight temporary deformations and thus good separation from the stiff PS film.

The resolution and application of the developed method are mainly limited by both the resolution of conventional UV photolithography (around 2 μm) and the resolution of PDMS molding (around 700 nm in our experience). Regarding feature aspect ratio, PDMS molding is the limiting step and, as a rule of thumb, features with an aspect ratio larger than 10:1 (height:width) are prone to collapse.

3.4. Cell culture on micropatterned PS

To prove that no disadvantageous side-effects originated from the proposed hot embossing scheme (i.e. using PDMS and OrmoStamp template molds and applying a FOTS coating to the OrmoStamp mold before using it in hot embossing of PS), a cell culture experiment was conducted. Fig. 6 shows fluorescent images, taken with a BD Pathway 435 automated microscope, of the hMSCs on the PS TopoChips. Fig. 6a shows hMSCs on a non-patterned part of the PS TopoChip, whereas image Fig. 6b shows hMSCs in a number of TopoUnits. These images demonstrate that the cells behave equally on the pre- and post-processed PS, indicating the proposed scheme brings no harmful side-effects to cells.

On the non-patterned surface (Fig. 6a), the cells spread well. On the unique topographies featured in the individual TopoUnits (Fig. 6b), the cells take up distinct cell shapes due to the directing influence topographies have on cell behavior; and thus, show the topographies are effective in instructing cell shape and behavior.

4. Conclusions

We demonstrated a robust fabrication scheme to imprint stiff and brittle polymers, like PS, using PDMS and OrmoStamp as intermediate molds. Even though PS is widely known and used as a bio-compatible material, relatively few microfabrication methods have been developed due to the material’s stiffness and brittleness. The PDMS intermediate mold ensures successful transfer of the large area, high density, complex micropattern design from the original Si master mold, while the OrmoStamp intermediate mold brings high flexibility and accurate micropattern transfer to the final PS device. While OrmoStamp is primarily developed and implemented for UV-NIL applications, OrmoStamp is demonstrated here for the first time as a good mold material for micropatterning of hard and brittle polymers using hot embossing. High quality replication of micropatterns in PS, incorporating features with high aspect ratio (1:4, height:width) and high density over a large pattern area, is achieved. The proposed scheme can easily be adapted for other large-area and high-density micropatterns of PS, as well as other stiff and brittle polymers.
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